X-ray crystallographic and fluorometric analysis of the interactions of rhein to human serum albumin.
To investigate the interactions between natural drugs and human serum albumin (HSA), we performed fluorescence spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography to gain insight into binding mechanism and behaviour of rhein to HSA. Our fluorescence results demonstrated that rhein strongly binds with HSA, and other compounds may affect binding affinity of rhein to different extent. Structural analysis revealed that rhein binds to the IIA subdomain of HSA. The carboxylate group of rhein forms hydrogen bonds with Arg218 and Lys199, as well as a salt bond with Arg222. Hydroxyl group (4) of rhein forms a hydrogen bond with His242, and hydroxyl group (5) of rhein forms a hydrogen bond with Arg257. Oxygen atom (7) of rhein forms a hydrogen bond with Arg222, and oxygen atom (6) of rhein forms a hydrogen bond with H₂O. Furthermore, hydroxyl group (4) of rhein also forms a hydrogen bond with H₂O. Our results reveal the biochemical and structural characteristics of the interaction between rhein and HSA, providing guidance for future development of rhein-based compounds and a drug-HSA delivery system.